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Listthe helps European and North American
companies find reliable high quality Asian
manufacturers with competitive prices for
customized mass productions.
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Introduction
Listthe is a software enabled sourcing company. We analyze over 1 billion
shipping records collected and verified by customs offices in over 50
countries. Big data analytics enables us to not only find the manufacturers
with the best price-to-quality offer, but also to read hidden metrics, such as
reliability and customer satisfaction.
Two simple examples of trends our algorithms are looking for:
• if factories have many buyers but only few re- orders, it is an
indication for a low reliability or product quality.
• If we see multiple buyers move away from their original factories and
assemble at one common factory, it is highly likely that this second
factory has recently started offering the best price-to-quality ratio.

Listthe is based on research conducted at the institute of databases and
information systems at the University of Ulm, Germany. For its innovation
within the sourcing industry, Listthe was funded by the European Union and
the German Ministry of Economics.
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We don’t just source manufacturers to run your
next production.
We match lifelong business partners.

Listthe Germany.
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The Sourcing Process:
Preparation
1. Based on your required product we will create a detailed

questionnaire.
2. Details that seem unclear are discussed over phone.
3. Before sourcing, we will discuss the best solution for your production

requirements.

Sourcing
1. Listthe’s team will shortlist all key suppliers of your required product,

often including the manufacturers of your largest international
competitors.
2. The shortlisted suppliers are then ranked by how well their

production focus aligns with your product requirements.
3. We score each factory by product focus and total quantity sold in

order to determine economy of scale and economy of experience.
These factors are closely related to price and quality.
4. We measure the most suitable suppliers’ customer retention rate over the
course of the last four years, to determine reliability and customer
satisfaction. The retention rate is calculated by total orders placed x
distribution of orders over 4 years x frequency growth x order quantity
growth.
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5. We track the buying behavior of the shortlisted suppliers’ major customers
to identify trends away from- or towards specific manufacturers. This
allows us to build on top of their sourcing departments experience.
6. Steps 1 to 5 are merged to create a data-based ranking with the top
supplier being the best match for your production requirements.

Contacting
1. Based on the ranking above we will present your requirements to the

three most suitable suppliers while keeping your company
anonymous.
2. We will collect information on pricing, production capabilities,

minimum order quantities and production lead times.
3. We introduce your company to the manufacturer with the best offer and
we will help you arrange a first sample production.
4. We will arrange a skype conference for a virtual audit of the factory
premises to make sure it meets your requirements of working conditions
and safety.

Let us know which products or services you are
looking for.
services@listthe.com
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Listthe UG Haftungsbeschränkt
Eythstraße 11
89075 Ulm
Germany
www.listthe.com
services@listthe.com

